This paper presents a simulator for swarm operations designed to verify algorithms for a swarm of autonomous underwater robots (AUVs), specifically for constructing an underwater communication network with AUVs carrying acoustic communication devices. This simulator consists of three nodes: a virtual vehicle node (VV), a virtual environment node (VE), and a visual showing node (VS). The modular design treats AUV models as a combination of virtual equipment. An expert acoustic communication simulator is embedded in this simulator, to simulate scenarios with dynamic acoustic communication nodes. The several simulations we have performed demonstrate that this simulator is easy to use and can be further improved.
INTRODUCTION
By "swarm robotics" we mean organizing a number of autonomous robots to act out some desired feature as a whole, usually featuring robustness, scalability, and flexibility, as in [1] - [4] . Digital simulators have become important tools in this area, because they can greatly lower the experiment cost of organizing a large number of robots with regard to both time and expense. Different simulators have been developed so far. ARGoS is a modular, parallel, multi-engine simulator for swarm operation [5] . Stage is a scalability simulator for swarm operations [6] . MRXT focuses on exploration problems with a team of robots [7] . Finally, some simulators have been developed based on those currently available, such as RoboNetSim [8] , based on NS3.
The simulator this paper presents focuses more on swarm operation of autonomous underwater robots. With the Aqua-Net mate embedded, it is fit for simulating the process of acoustic networking with a set of AUVs. Moreover, a modular-based design makes it easy to add different types of robot models to the simulator. 
DESIGN OF THE SIMULATOR
The simulator consists three nodes, namely three computers, carrying out different tasks. The virtual vehicle node (VV) creates instances of virtual vehicles, providing a monitor panel for each and running the control algorithm. The virtual environment node (VE) creates an interaction environment for robots to exchange information. Finally, the visual showing node (VS) provides 2D and 3D visualizations for the simulation. Figure 1 shows the simulator's structure. 
MODULAR DESIGN SCHEME
The simulator is designed with the idea that virtual vehicles consist of a set of virtual equipment. A base class defines the structure of these virtual components, providing interfaces enabling their embedding in the virtual vehicles. Different AUV models can be gotten with derived classes containing different virtual equipment as member variables, and a communication mechanism is used to build up the bridge between nodes. This design provides the user with flexibility to create desired AUV models for emulation.
ACOUSTIC COMMUNICATION
For acoustic communication, we use Aqua-Net Mate, a network simulator specifically designed for underwater acoustic networks that follows a layered structure, could support cross-layer optimization, and is flexible and easy to use. As a case study, we use a MAC protocol called UWAloha, static routing, and SDRT in the transport layer. Aqua-Net Mate is suitable for VE nodes such that a communication network can be built with virtual vehicles acting as relay nodes.
APPLICATION OF THE SIMULATOR
The simulation experiments are carried out following a typical application procedure of the simulator, as Figure 2 shows. Note that in most cases, not all of these steps are necessary. According to the requirements, we must ensure that the desired AUV model exists in the simulator. If not, we will have to create one by deriving a class from a base class and adding virtual equipment as member variables. In some cases, new virtual equipment must also be created. With proper AUV models in the simulator, we can then add our control algorithms and start the simulation after setting up communication parameters and choosing the proper types and number of AUVs.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents the design of a simulator for AUV swarms. With the expert level acoustic communiation simulator embeded, it is fit for research on swarm networking with AUVs acting as communication nodes. The simulator's modular design gives it the flexibility to emulate scenarios with different kinds of AUVs.
Several test experiments have been carried out so far, yet improvements are needed in future. The main drawback of the simulator is the lack of consideration on efficiency. When the number of robots that is simulated becomes large, the simulation speed will slow down. This may be solved with the employment of some programming skills, or spanning the calculation into several computers. The user interfaces also need to be improved because the simulation control is still complex. 
